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The Series Editors of Law & Education invite authors to submit completed papers of 
original works addressing law and educational inequality particularly in terms of remov-
ing barriers of race, class, gender, and/or disability.  Submissions should address the di-
mensions of law and educational inequality within PK12, Higher/Postsecondary Educa-
tion, or Across the P20 Educational Spectrum.  Papers may include developments in case 
law, legislation, and theory through an analytic approach from the social sciences or law.  
Papers must articulate clearly the chapter’s implications to educators, researchers, and 
lawyers.  Papers will be peer-reviewed, and if accepted, the papers will be published in a 
new edited book through Information Age Publishing. 

ANTICIPATED SCHEDULE FOR PUBLICATION 
Author(s) submit papers for peer review: August 15, 2013 

Notification of acceptance status: September 15, 2013 
Revised/Final version of accepted chapters received by editors: October 15, 2013 

Galley proof reviews: November11-25, 2013 
Final book submitted to publisher: December 15, 2013 

Anticipated publication: January 2014 

  CALL FOR PAPERS 



  BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED PROCESSES  
 
 
 Paper Submission:  Using Microsoft Word, author(s) must submit paper.  The paper 

must present clear arguments and evidence highlighting important and relevant research, 
cases, and theories.  In addition, the paper must include a discussion of  the chapter’s im-
plications to educators, researchers, and lawyers.  The paper must include relevant re-
sources adhering to APA style and citations.  If  applicable, figures and tables should be 
completed and incorporated into the document.  The total chapter length should be be-
tween 3500-5000 words.  Apart from the chapter text, please insert a cover page with a 
working title, author information (i.e., name, title, affiliated institution, and a brief  biog-
raphy), and contact information (i.e., address, email, and phone number).  Chapter submis-
sions and the cover page are due by August 15, 2013 to Jeffrey C. Sun at 
jcs81@columbia.edu.   

 
 Peer Reviews: Each submission will undergo a thorough peer review process by the 

named editors and other experts within the field.  On September15, 2013, authors will re-
ceive notification of  the paper’s acceptance status.  The feedback will primarily focus on 
conceptual and content-based matters, and accepted papers will include copy editing re-
marks. 

 
 Revision & Final Submission of  Accepted Book Chapters: Authors must sub-

mit revised and finalized chapters by October 15, 2013 to Jeffrey C. Sun at 
jcs81@columbia.edu.  

 
 Galley Proof  Review: On or around November 11, 2013, authors will receive copies 

of  the galley proofs for final revisions with a 2-week.  
  
 Editors’ Submission: Editors anticipate submission of  the entire book around mid-

December 2013 with a targeted publication date around January 2014. 

This publication is sponsored by the Law and Education SIG of  the American 
Educational Research Association. As such, authors who presented papers at a 
Law and Education SIG session in 2012 (in Vancouver) and/or 2013 (in San 
Francisco) are particularly encouraged to submit their paper for consideration. 


